A 7 stage, combined order 6 and 4 Runge-Kutta scheme
See: A general four-parameter non-FSAL embedded Runge–Kutta algorithm of orders 6 and 4 in seven stages,
by M.E.A. El-Mikkawy and M.M.M. Eisa,
Applied Mathematics and Computation, Vol. 143, No. 2, (2003) pages 259 to 267.
The scheme considered here can be constructed by the algorithm described in the preceding paper (when an error is corrected).
The nodes of the scheme are:
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The principal error norm, that is, the 2-norm of the principal error terms is: 0.2978257063 x 10 .
Note: The order 6 scheme satisfies 12 of the 48 principal error conditions including the order 7 quadrature condition.
The principal error norm of the order 5 embedded scheme is: 0.1084797574 x 10
39994
~ 18.32065964.
The maximum magnitude of the linking coefficients is:
2183
The 2-norm of the linking coefficients is: 23.95832385.
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The stability regions for the two schemes are shown in the following picture.

The stability region of the order 5 scheme appears in the darker shade.
The real stability intervals of the order 6 and 5 schemes are respectively [ −4.0648, 0 ] and [ −3.0635, 0 ].
The following picture shows the result of distorting the boundary curve of the stability region of the order 6 scheme horizontally by taking
the 11th root of the real part of points along the curve.

The stability region intersects the nonnegative imaginary axis in the interval: [ 0, 1.3068 ].

The coefficients are:
c[2]=2/15,
c[3]=1/5,
c[4]=1/3,
c[5]=1/2,
c[6]=41/49,
c[7]=1,
a[2,1]=2/15,
a[3,1]=1/20,
a[3,2]=3/20,
a[4,1]=11/108,
a[4,2]=-5/36,
a[4,3]=10/27,
a[5,1]=7/32,
a[5,2]=-15/32,
a[5,3]=15/32,
a[5,4]=9/32,
a[6,1]=-126192301/161414428,
a[6,2]=468015/470596,
a[6,3]=101264670/40353607,
a[6,4]=-159385122/40353607,
a[6,5]=83301504/40353607,
a[7,1]=105725/29028,
a[7,2]=-715/236,
a[7,3]=-238090/20709,
a[7,4]=39994/2183,
a[7,5]=-129152/17523,
a[7,6]=322828856/345571083,
b[1]=23/410,
b[2]=0,
b[3]=15625/44928,
b[4]=-729/5920,
b[5]=608/1485,
b[6]=1977326743/7497135360,
b[7]=59/1280,
b*[1]=-383/480,
b*[2]=0,
b*[3]=11575/2304,
b*[4]=-4167/640,
b*[5]=583/180,
b*[6]=0,
b*[7]=59/1280
.
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